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Ch. 16 
 

Double-observer methods1    
  

“The way to succeed is to double your error rate.” 
-- Thomas J. Watson 

 

“Double your pleasure, double your fun!” 
-- Doublemint Gum 

 
Questions to ponder: 

• How is a double-observer study conducted? 

• What is the difference between the dependent observer method and the independent observer method? 

• When do I get to be the primary observer?! 

 
Two wrongs can make a right! 
 
The double-observer method’s basic approach is to use paired observers at the same time during 
a survey—in an attempt to deal with the problem of incomplete detectability.  At first, the use of 
two observers may seem odd.  If we assume that one observer will miss some animals during a 
survey (because detection probability does not equal 100%), won’t two observers be even worse?  
True—individually, we simply have two imperfect surveys.  But, the logic of the double-observer 
field methods is that if we link the information from the two surveys, we can estimate the 
proportion of the animals missed by the individual surveys. 
 
If we consider each survey of a location (surveyed by both surveyors) as a binomial event, we 
can create a capture history (see Chapter 7) to represent the success or failure of each individual.  
Here, the two columns represent the success or failure for sighting by the two observers: 
 

10—detected by the first observer 
01—detected only by the second observer 
11—detected by both observers 

 
Surely, with this type of information, we can estimate population size?  Yes, we can. 
 

                                                 
1
 With thanks for content to Todd Arnold and Mary Bomberger Brown. 
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Assumptions, assumptions… 
 

The general assumptions of the double-observer methods: 
� The population is closed during survey. 
� All animals have equal probability of being detected, unless detectability is modeled by 
individual-specific covariates. 

� No identification errors (we can clearly identify individuals into the categories needed by 
both of our methods). 

 
One result of the second assumption, above, is that availability is not addressed by double-
observer methods.  That is, the method assumes all animals are available for detection. 
 

 
Independent or dependent survey options 
 
Double-observer methods can be used in two forms (Figure 16.1): dependent observers or 
independent observers.  Each method has advantages and specific field methods and model 
structure. 
 

Figure 16.1:  Comparison between the timing and order of binomial events and detection probabilities for a dependent observer-
type survey with double observers and an independent observer-type survey with double observers. 
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The dependent observer method assumes that the two workers perform the survey together 
with interaction during the survey (Nichols et al. 2000).  The method requires surveyors to 
switch primary and secondary roles at some point in the set of surveys, which creates a unique 
set of probability statements.   
 
The independent observer method uses a more traditional capture-recapture approach, and the 
method assumes the two surveys are independent samples—one surveyor does not cue off the 
other surveyor (Manly et al. 1996).  Because of the independence of each observation, the 
probability statements will be more familiar to readers accustomed (hopefully!) to encounter 
histories from earlier in this primer (see Chapter 8). 
 
The differences between the two methods are illustrated in Figure 16.1 with regards to the 
question: was the smallest zebra in the foreground of the photo seen? 
 

Dependent observer method 
 
The field methods for the dependent observer 
method are based on a series of point counts for a 
specific length of time (e.g., 3-5 minutes).  At each 
point, both observers perform specific roles as 
they count animals seen or heard.  The primary 
observer communicates individuals that he/she 
sees or hears to the secondary observer.  In 
addition to acting as recorder, the secondary 
observer records individuals that were missed by 
the primary observer (but seen/heard by the 
secondary observer; Figure 16.2).  The latter point 
is key—the secondary observer only acts if the 
primary observer is observed to miss an animal 
(left panel, Figure 16.1).  In this way, the actions 
of the secondary observer are dependent upon the 
primary observer’s detections. 
 
A critical logistical point is that the two observers 
switch roles during the survey.  The switch does not 
have to happen at exactly the half-way point in the 
survey, but it is important that both observers serve in 
each role for a substantial number of points.  In fact, 
surveyors may wish to switch roles at regular intervals 
(e.g., every-other sample point) if variables that affect 
detection (such as wind speed or time of day) change incrementally over the course of a survey.     
 
We can define some statistics that will be used in the probability statements: 
 

N1 = true number of animals in the area sampled when observer 1 was primary observer 
N2 = true number of animals in the area sampled when observer 2 was primary observer 
 

Figure 16.2: Illustration of data collected with the 
dependent double observer method.  Observer 1, the 
primary observer, communicates that they have seen a set 
of animals—in this case, 4 animals (shown with white 
dots).  Observer 2, the secondary observer, then adds 
additional animals that he/she saw and that the 
primary observer missed—in this case, 3 animals 
(shown with dark dots).  It should be noted that 
Observer 2 may have seen some of the animals that 
Observer 1 saw, but these are not recorded as Observer 
2’s observations. 
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pi = detection probability for observer i 

xi1 = animals detected by observer i when observer 1 was primary observer 

xi2 = animals detected by observer i when observer 2 was primary observer  
 

We note that counts x11 and x22 are initial counts made by observer 1 and observer 2 in primary 

roles.  However, counts, x21 and x12 include only additional animals that were seen by the 
secondary observer, but not by the primary observer—and this affects the structure of the 
probabilities used for the likelihood models for these counts.  We can estimate the expected 
number of animals, E(x), counted by each observer in each role as: 
 

 E(x11) = N1p1                  

 E(x21) = N1(1-p1)p2        

 E(x22) = N2p2        

 E(x12) = N2(1-p2)p1 
 
Note that without switching roles, both p1 and p2 are inestimable.  If the observers stay in their 

initial roles (observer 1: primary, observer 2: secondary), we will only have counts of x11 and x21.  
In that case, we might think we would have information to suggest the ability of observer 1 to 
detect animals.  For example, if observer 2 never sees/hears any animals that observer 1 missed, 
we might think we are gaining certainty that observer 1 has a high probability of detecting this 
species.  Of course, it is possible that observer 2 has horrible eyesight (or hearing)!  This is why 
we need the observers to switch roles, so that we can assess the 
abilities of observer 2.     
 

Independent observer method 
 
The independent observer approach is different than the 
dependent observer approach, because the two observers conduct 
independent counts of animals that are seen at a survey point.  
However, the two observers must record their data with methods 
that allow them to determine which animals were seen by both 
surveyors (Figure 16.3).  That is, it is not enough to record two 
separate surveys—the two surveys must be reconciled, or 
compared.  The tricky part of this method is the fact that 
observers must keep a level of independence while recording data, 
but must also be able to confirm that certain individuals were 
recorded by both observers. 
 
One option, to maintain independence, is to use two vehicles (e.g., 
for an aerial or road survey).  If individuals map the spatial 
arrangement of their observations, it should be possible, after the 
survey, to review data and decide which individuals were seen by 
both observers, and which were missed by one or the other 
observer.  However, the lag in time may prevent a good accounting 
of the observations if the mapping is not done in a detailed 

Figure 16.3: Illustration of data 
collected with the independent double 
observer method.  Observer 1 and 
Observer 2 both write down, 
independently, the individuals that 
they observe.  After the survey is 
completed, the two observers compare 
notes to determine which individuals 
they both saw and which individuals 
were seen by only one observer (either 
Observer 1 or Observer 2).    
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manner—which often can be impossible when counting a large number of animals such as 
migrating geese or caribou. 
 
A second option is to use the same vehicle.  Perhaps the observers keep a piece of cloth draped 
between them, or one sits in the front seat and one sits in the back.  Observers may use some 
kind of repetitive motion, such as tapping their pen to the data sheet (pretending to write), to 
keep the other observer from keying on their writing (“oops…there must be an animal nearby, if she’s 
writing down data!”).  After the conclusion of the sampling at each point, or at intervals during a 
transect survey, the individuals may compare their data sheets and conduct a summary on the 
spot to determine which animals were seen by both observers.  This option offers the potential 
for lack of complete independence (if observers key off the other), but it allows for a shorter 
time before summarizing the observations. 
 
The results of an independent double-observer survey can be represented as capture, or 
encounter, histories, for which each line is an individual animal that is seen by either or both 
observers.  Similar to a closed-mark-recapture experiment, we are never able to record a “00” 
capture history, because we do not know how many animals were missed by both observers. 
 
We define the following encounter histories: 

10—detected only by observer 1 
01—detected only by observer 2 
11—detected by both 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16.4: Illustration of encounter histories for an individual animal generated for 
analysis of double observer data using independent observer methods.  When both observers 
detect the individual is given a “11”.  If only the first or second observer detects the animal, 
the individual is given an encounter history of either “10” or “01”, respectively. 
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Using the independent method, there are only three counts (compared to four with the 

dependent method) to be summarized, xij, where i = observer 1 and j = observer 2 (Figure 16.4): 
 

x11 = Animals detected by both observers 1 and 2 

x10 = Animals detected by observer 1 but not by observer 2 

x01 = Animals detected by observer 2 but not by observer 1 
 
Even though we can summarize the data from the independent observer method as capture 
histories, we cannot simply use a closed-form population estimation to estimate N—the data 
structure is not the same!  We do not have cohorts of animals that have been released and 
recaptured…not really. 
 
What do we have?  Both observers (because of their independence) have collected a random 
sample of individuals in the population.  In Figure 16.5, observer #1 counted 47 animals 
(22+25: a random sample) and observer #2 counted 41 animals (25+16: another random 
sample).  And, a portion of those animals (25 of them to be exact) were observed in both 
random samples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again, we remember the important assumption: all animals have equal probability of being 
counted by an observer.  A detection is a random event. 
 
The statistics needed for the independent observer method are: 
 

N = true abundance (# of animals in area sampled) 

pi = detection probability for observer i   
 

To estimate each of the pi’s, we use our random samples (Figure 16.5).  If the animals seen by 

observer #2 (x11 +x01) represent a random sample of the population, we can calculate the 
detection probability for observer #1 as: 
 

p1=x11 /(x11 +x01) 
 
Thus, p1 is simply the proportion of a random sample (observer #2’s sample) that were seen by 
observer #1.  That may be hard to grasp, at first—but the key is to realize that the animals seen 

Figure 16.5: Illustration of the random samples collected in an independent double observer survey—in total, 
63 individual animals were observed (22+25+16).  At left, Observer 1 was the only observer to detect 22 
individuals.  At right, Observer 2 was the only observer to detect 16 individuals.  And, 25 individuals were 
detected by both observers.  The method assumes that detection of any animal by either observer is a random event.  
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by observer #2 are not “special” animals—they are just a random sample of the population.  So, 
how many of those animals did observer #1 detect? 
 

Similarly, we use the random sample of animals observed by observer #1 (x11 +x10) to estimate 
the detection probability for observer #2 (Figure 16.5): 
 

p2=x11 /(x11 +x10) 
 

In studies such as these, we might want to estimate the overall detection probability (p1+2, the 
probability that an animal is seen by either observer…and thus enters the data set).  We do this 
by first estimating the probability of both observers missing an animal: 
 

P(both miss animal) = (1-p1)(1-p2) 
 
And, therefore 
 

p1+2  = 1- (1-p1)(1-p2) 
  

Now that we have our overall detection probability, p1+2, we can use the standard formula (see 

Chapter 14) for adjusting a count, C, by detectability, β (in this case β = p1+2), to estimate 
population size: 
 

N= C/β 
 
In the context of the independent double-observer method, we can replace C (the count) with 
the total number of animals detected (x11 + x10 +x01), and we can replace β with our detection 

probability (p1+2) to account for animals counted as well as animals that neither observer saw: 
 

N= (x11 + x10 +x01)/p1+2 
 
We can analyze data gathered with the independent method for double-observer by using a 
modification of a closed capture method (Fletcher and Hutto 2006) such as the Huggins’ or the 
full likelihood model (see Chapter 8) that allows the estimation of the recapture probability, c.  
We will have two capture occasions.  And, we will estimate the probability of capture by the first 

observer, p1, and the probability of capture by the second observer, p2.  We must modify the 
normal analysis for closed capture data by setting the probability of recapture, c, equal to the 

probability of capture by the second observer, so c = p2. 
 
This modification makes logical sense—we are tweaking the interpretation of the capture history 
to represent two observers rather than two time periods.  It is intuitive to consider the first 
observer’s ‘capture’ of the animal as a function of its capture probability.  However, once the 
animal is captured by the first observer, our assumptions tell us that the animal should be no 
more likely, or less likely, to be captured by the second observer than an animal that the first 
observer missed.  Hence, we set the recapture probability, c, equal to the capture probability for 

the second observer, p2 as this in a sense is the only way that an animal can be “recaptured”. 
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Irreconcilable differences? 
 
The dependent and independent methods above require the two observers to reconcile, or 
summarize, their surveys—to determine who saw which animals.  What if you can’t do that?  Or, 
what if you don’t want to reconcile?  Reconciling certainly makes the survey process more 
complex.  But, does the failure to reconcile mean you can’t use the double-observer method?  
The answer is: yes, but no. 
 
Yes—traditional double-observer methods of analysis, as defined above, require reconciling.  
But, no—you don’t necessarily have to give up the double-observer approach if you cannot 
reconcile.  Riddle et al. (2010) proposed an “unreconciled double-observer method”.  It consists 
of two observers at the same time and place performing a survey.  Rather than capture histories, 
the data are presented as follows for three survey points (A, B, and C):   
 
  

 Number of individuals seen 
Survey point Observer #1 Observer #2 

A 3 4 
B 5 2 
C 4 4 

 
This type of survey can be analyzed using the N-mixture methods of Royle (2004).  We will 
cover these methods in Chapter 18, although in the “traditional” N-mixture approach, surveyors 
return multiple times to the same spot.  Here, the multiple “visits” happen at the same time.  
Because the system is closed (no change in population) during the simultaneous survey, 
observers 1 and 2 in the example above should have seen the same number of animals if they 

both had perfect detection (pi = 1.0).  Of course, we suspect that pi < 1.0, and for the N-mixture 
methods, surveyors do not have to know which of the 3 birds seen by observer 1 were also seen 
by observer 2 at survey point A (above)—hence, no reconciling is needed. 
 

Potential variation in detectability 
 
As you explore analyses with the double-observer method, you will realize that there is more 
variation in detection than that of the observer (perhaps based on experience or physical 
capabilities of sight and sound).  Other factors may play a role in detection: 
 

• Survey-specific variation: date, weather, methodology, etc. 

• Site-specific variation: wetland or grassland patch size, cover type, number of 
additional animals to ‘confuse’ or distract, etc. 

• Observation-specific variation: size of study species, sex, group size 
 
Any of these factors can be modeled as covariates using most software packages available for 
double-observer estimation.   
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Conclusion 
 
Double observer surveys are a relatively simple way to account for incomplete detectability.  
Double observer studies can be completed in a single day, because the method used to estimate 
detection involves the addition of a second observer to a single survey—rather than adding 
additional surveys (e.g., N-mixture methods, Chapter 18).  However, double observer methods 
do involve some logistics and reconciling, so you might decide that it is easier to use one 
observer and record distances to sighted animals to estimate probability of detection (Chapter 
19)—especially for surveys of very large groups of animals that are hard to reconcile between 
two observers’ notes.        
 
The double observer methods link data recorded by two observers, and we are able to estimate 
the detection probability for each observer.  Two methods, the dependent observer method and 
the independent observer method, are possible to use.  Both methods require accurate notes to 
be taken during the survey to determine whether the observers were detecting the same 
individual animals or not.  Forcey et al. (2006) evaluated the dependent and independent 
methods for surveys for songbirds; they recommended the use of the dependent survey methods 
to reduce the amount of time needed to reconcile independently-gathered data.  Your study 
species and survey design may be unique, and we recommend that you consider the information 
provided by table at the end of Chapter 14 as you select a survey method.           
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Anthony Pagano (back) and Andrew Dath (front) conduct a double observer-type waterfowl survey near Cando, North Dakota, USA.  
Photo by Matt Pieron, used with permission.  


